
Respect the forest cycle
Give a new shape to trees.

monacca is the only wooden brand in the world that uses thinned
Japanese cedar as main material. Ecoasu, a small forestry 
company specializing in the production of timber, manufactures
monacca in Umaji village in the mountains of Kochi, Japan. 
monacca was born thanks to the collaboration with the designer
Takumi Shimamura who knew how to give a new form to the 
wood of the Kochi forests. Designed as they are gifted from the
forest, monacca bags have organic shapes that make the best 
use of the beauty of wood while being functional.
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Craftsmanship

Takumi Shimamura / Product Designer
With an industrial design background, Takumi 
Shimamura has been designing products for 
public institutions such as buses, furniture, 
interiors, small houses, pasta, and other products.

The products we sell are made of wood, so the grain and color of each one is different.
Since the form is created by press molding, there will be "overlapping wrinkles" where the wood overlaps each other at the tight curves, but this will not be a problem for the 
product.
The finished size may differ slightly from the indicated size due to the handmade nature of the product.
The finished product may vary depending on the nature of the wood or fabric.
Please note that the color and grain of painted products may vary depending on the nature of the wood.
Materials other than wood (metal fittings, fabrics, etc.) are subject to change without notice due to discontinuation by the manufacturer.
Please note that there may be differences in the color, lining, and appearance of scars due to individual differences.
The knots are included to the extent that they are judged not to be a problem in terms of use.
Please note that specifications are subject to change without notice for quality improvement.

monacca is committed to producing exclusively in Japan. Moreover, all the craftsmen are 
involved in all the stages of production: selection of raw logs, wood slicing, three-dimensional 
molding, surface polishing, painting, sewing, and final check.
Ensuring that every product is made with the utmost care and attention to detail requires a high 
level of expertise from our craftsmen. Their involvement at every stage is the key to ensuring 
a high level of craftsmanship. Considering that wood is a natural product, the grain and 
characteristics vary from one piece to another.

Wood (cedar thinning) is sliced into 0.5mm thickness using a slicer (like a large plane machine). 
Wood shaved as thin as 0.5 mm (0.5 mm sheet) is a soft material, just like paper. This thinly 
milled wood gives monacca its characteristic smooth form and lightness. Even the largest bag
weighs only 1kg. 
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